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E-BladeDuraGlide

Use the buttons below to access further details on the products

OEM
BLADES

PHOTO STENCIL offers a complete range of squeegee blades depending on the requirements of your 
application. The range includes standard OEM replacement blades, DuraGlide™ blades and E-Blades®. Use this 
guide to learn more about Photo Stencil’s proprietary technologies and how they can benefit your process. If you 
know the type of blade you want, simply click the Blades By Machine button below to select compatible blades 
for your printing machine type.

Photo Stencil's complement of blades and accessories provide a 
wide range of options for optimizing print performance. Numerous 
blade options allow specific performance criteria to be addressed 
based on the specific application.

Blades by 
Machine Type

Select By Blade Type

Specialty
Blades
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Photo Stencil’s patented DuraGlide metal squeegee blades are unique, both in their materials 
and design. They are manufactured according to a proprietary in-house process. First, a precisely 
engineered edge and surface is produced and then the entire blade is coated with titanium nitride 
to provide an extremely dense, smooth and hard surface finish. This treatment preserves the 
engineered edge feature throughout the life of the squeegee blade and yields near perfect solder 
brick deposits over tens of thousands of print cycles.

Advantages

Long Life: An independent laboratory’s accelerated wear test confirmed the positive attributes 
of the DuraGlide metal squeegee. It showed no signs of wear after performing 6000 prints at 
twice the recommended squeegee pressure. Competitive products performed poorly in comparison with significant wear grooves forming 
on the blade edge.

High-Quality Print Performance: While most printing processes are not as severe as this accelerated wear test, print performance over 
a longer period with the DuraGlide squeegee blades can be expected. A blade edge that does not wear during print operation provides 
the highest quality print performance. 

Available In A Wide Variety: Photo Stencil’s DuraGlide metal squeegee blades are manufactured in a wide variety of configurations to 
fit many of the common metal squeegee holders including; DEK, MPM, Fuji, EKRA, Panasonic & Speedprint.

DuraGlide Metal Squeegee Blades

DuraGlide™ 

Why Should I use DuraGlide Squeegee Blades

Squeegee Selector
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Why Should I use DuraGlide Squeegee Blades - Blade Edge

DuraGlide™

Blade Edge Wear
An accelerated blade wear test was performed at an independent 
test site comparing the DuraGlide squeegee blade with the popular 
Nickel coated squeegee blade. Each blade underwent 6,000 print 
cycles using 2 to 3 times the normal squeegee pressure. 
A cross section picture of the blade edge was taken before the test 

started and after the test was completed. These pictures are shown 
in Figure 1 and Figure 2. Note that the DuraGlide blade exhibits no 
wear to the surface of the blade edge after the accelerated wear print 
cycles. The other blade shows significant edge wear.  As part of the 
test print quality was measured for each blade before and after the 
blade wear test.  
The results are shown visually in Figure 3 and Figure 4. There is 
significant visual difference in the quality of the solder paste brick 
printed by the Nickel Teflon coated squeegee blade before and after 
the accelerated blade wear sequence.  

The test demonstrates that a squeegee blade that retains its sharp 
original edge over its life cycle provides predictable and consistent 
high quality solder paste printing. However, if the blade edge 
gradually wears, the print quality deteriorates over the blade life 
cycle, eventually approaching the level shown in Figure 4.  

Fig 1 DuraGlide Edge Fig 2 Nickel teflon edge

Fig 3 DuraGlide 
squeegee print results

Fig 4 Widely used 
squeegee print results

After 6000 prints

Before

After 6000 prints

Before

Squeegee Selector
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Why Should I use DuraGlide Squeegee Blades - Curtaining

DuraGlide™

Curtaining  
Independent sources conclude that the Photo Stencil DuraGlide 
metal Squeegee Blade outperforms other metal squeegee blades in 
preventing material waste and line downtime. Photo Stencil’s unique 
DuraGlide coating process yields an extremely hard, very dense, 
and low surface energy coating. While solder paste sticks readily 
to most bare metal and even some after market coated blades, 
the DuraGlide coating is so dense and smooth, that solder paste 
“curtaining” (see figure below) is virtually eliminated. A solder fouled 

print edge prevents a clean print stroke, leaving streaks or a film of 
solder paste behind resulting in more material waste. Solder fouled 
blades decrease productivity, requiring additional down time to clean 
residual paste to ensure clean and consistent print results.

DuraGlide metal squeegee blades can help prevent printing  material 
waste and increase throughput by offering high performance coating 
technology for a low maintenance, repeatable, and consistent 
printing process.

Solder paste
Stencil

Solder paste

Stock metal blade, 
‘curtaining’ effect

DuraGlide metal 
blade, clean release

Squeegee Selector
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Why Should I use DuraGlide Squeegee Blades - Speed Printing

DuraGlide™ 

Speed Printing high viscosity materials
The squeegee blade plays a significant role 
in the print performance of high viscosity 
(high tack) solder paste materials and can 
be one of the simplest and least expensive 
solutions to achieve high speed printing 
performance. A major OEM experienced 
difficulty speed printing a high tack formula 
solder paste.  The high tack characteristics 
of the paste formula, combined with the 
long, and extremely flexible OEM metal 
squeegee blades limited the maximum print 
speed to 2.5 inches per second.  Tests with 
other after market metal squeegees (Nickel 
Teflon coated blade) have raised the print 
speed capability to 3.25 IPS, still short of the 
process goal of 6 IPS. 

It was decided to investigate a range of 
different squeegee blades in attempt to 
achieve the process goal of 6 IPS.  Five 
different metal squeegee blades, each 
different in composition, thickness, and 
attributes were tested by an independent 
laboratory for speed printing effectiveness in 
an effort to meet the goal criteria.  Two blades 
were OEM squeegee blades that come with 
the Printer Machine.  One squeegee blade 
was the after market Nickel Teflon coated 
blade, one was an Electroformed squeegee 
blade and one was the DuraGlide squeegee 
blade.  

A copy of the study, which has been 
published, is available on request. The 

results and conclusions of this independent 
test are shown here in Table 1.
The DuraGlide squeegee blade out-
performed the other 4 blade types at 45° 
and 60° print angles. The DuraGlide blade 
was able to achieve a print speed of 6 IPS 
at 60° print angle.  Its closest rival was able 
to achieve only 3.25 IPS.

In conclusion the DuraGlide squeegee 
blade outperforms other squeegee blade 
alternatives in three areas;
1. Consistent blade edge integrity over the 

blade life cycle.
2. Non-curtaining of solder paste.
3. Ability to achieve high print speeds with 

tacky solder pastes.

Blade A B C DuraGlide E
Maximum speed @ 3lb/in 4.25 IPS 3.75 IPS 3.25 IPS 6.00 IPS 2.75 IPS
Maximum speed @ 2lb/in 3.25 IPS 3.25 IPS 1.30 IPS 4.25 IPS 1.80 IPS

Minimum pressure @ 6 IPS N/O N/O N/O 2.7 lb/in N/O

Table 1: 60º Angle of Attack

Squeegee Selector
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E-Blade - Electroformed Squeegee Blades

E-Blade® 

Photo Stencil’s E-Blade electroformed squeegee blades are proven 
to provide improved print deposition and uniformity of print volume 
over the entire image. It offers a rigid, low-friction, nickel edge for 
cleaner prints, reduced stencil wear and less material waste.

Perfectly mates with the Photo Stencil range of 
electroformed stencils

E-Blade squeegee blade is manufactured by an electroform process. 
The squeegee blade is grown on a mandrel with a mirror finish. 
First the nickel growth area is defined by a photo-resist, then it is 
grown up to the desired thickness of 11 mils. The squeegee blades 
are then removed from the tank, the resist stripped and the blades 
removed from the temporary mandrel. This process achieves three 
very beneficial features:

1. The blade is built up one molecule at a time, so the blade edge 
is very smooth and void of any irregularities.

2. Because the blade edge is formed with a photo-lithographic 
process the blade edge is extremely straight.

3. The blade edge grown at the surface of the mandrel is          
extremely sharp.

Advantages
Long Life: 100% nickel blade; no soft coating or plating to wear, 
crack, or chip.
Smooth, Sharp and True: Excellent print performance. 
Great Print Performance Means Lower Print Pressure: Lower 
print pressure means improved stencil life. 
Reduced Material Waste: Low surface energy inherent in the 
electroformed nickel blade allows print material to stay on the stencil 
not on the blade, reducing material waste.
Custom Solution Based Blades: Talk to the experts at Photo 
Stencil about how we can help.
Available In A Wide Variety: Photo Stencil’s E-Blade metal 
squeegee blades are manufactured in a wide variety of configurations 
to fit many of the common metal squeegee holders including

DEK, MPM, Fuji, EKRA, Panasonic & Speedprint.

For tips on how to get the most 
from our E-Blade click here

Squeegee Selector
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Photo Stencil’s range of OEM  replacement squeegee blades are designed and manufactured as a superior and affordable replacement 
for the original squeegee blades that are available from stencil  printer manufacturers. The specially designed blade edge provides print 
performance and life exceeding that of a standard squeegee blade as provided with the original stencil printing equipment.

Advantages
Quality Print Performance: 

High performance metal squeegee blades at economical pricing
Custom Based Blades: 

Regardless of your manufacturing problem, talk to the experts at Photo Stencil about how we can help. From special notched and slit 
blades to matched stencil and squeegee pairs for maximum life and process flexibility.

Fast Delivery: 
Quick turn-around on special, custom designed OEM Blades.

Available In A Wide Variety: 
Photo Stencils OEM metal squeegee blades are manufactured in a wide variety of configurations to fit many of the common metal 

squeegee holders including

DEK, MPM, Fuji, EKRA, Panasonic & Speedprint.

OEM Squeegee Blades

OEM Blade 

Squeegee Selector
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Photo Stencil supplies squeegee blade head assembly  tools for 
all squeegee blade types including E-Blade squeegee blades, 
DuraGlide squeegee blades, OEM squeegee blades, and 
Polyurethane squeegee blades, for all common stencil printing 
machines. Please contact Photo Stencil with your requirement.

Applications
Squeegee holders are offered for the following stencil printing 
machines:

DEK ● MPM ● Speedline ● EKRA ● Panasonic ● Quad ● FUJI

Squeegee Holders, Head Assemblies and Shims

Fuji Shim with a 10" Duraglide Squeegee Blade in the shim. 
Also shown are paste retainers on both sides of the blade.

Squeegee holders
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Slit Blades 
Slit squeegee blades are used for Step Stencils that have a 
large step up.  The slit is custom designed to match where 
the step-up is on the stencil.  Normally, slits are placed close 
to the sides of the step-up allowing a portion of the blade to 
rise up on the step while the  remainder of the blade stays 
in contact with the lower sections of the stencil. The slit is 
small in the order of 1 mil (.001”).  A slit blade is shown in 
Fig 1 and Fig 2 below.

Notched E-Blades are typically used in the case of 
electroform stencils that have been manufactured with 
raised relief pockets that form a three dimensional step 

on the squeegee side of the stencil. An example was, two 
boards connected with a flexible connector, which rose 90 
mils above the board surface. The challenge was to be 
able to print solder paste on the SMT pads with the flexible 
connector obstructing a normal stencil from making contact 
with the board. 

The solution to this problem was a 3-D Electroform stencil, 
which was 5 mils thick but had a 95 mil high relief pocket 
formed in the stencil. Fig 3 and 4 show a typical Notched 
E-Blade  with the notch formed in the blade for clearance 
of the relief pocket.

Specialty Blades - Slit blades and Notched blades

Fig 1. Close up on slit 
blade

Fig 2. Overview of slit 
blade

Fig 3. Overview of 
notched blade

Fig 4. Notched blade 
and 3D Electroform 

stencil

Specialty  Blades

Squeegee Selector
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DEK

Select your printer manufacturer

FUJI

Photo Stencil carries a complete range of Squeegee blades for practically every application, from standard OEM 
replacement blades to the premium E-Blade. If your requirement is not covered by the available options within 
this guide, please contact Photo Stencil with details of your requirement. Custom blades are always available in 
the shortest of turnarounds.

Panasonic

Squeegee Blades by Machine Type

Select By Machine Type

Ekra

To view the available squeegee blades for your specific printer please select the manufacturer or model type 
below.

MPM/
Speedline

http://www.photostencil.com


This guide is provided by:

About this guide

Photo Stencil
4725 Centennial Blvd
Colorado Springs Blvd
CO 80919 USA
Telephone: +1 (719) 599-4305
Fax:   +1 (719) 535-8434
www.PhotoStencil.com

Disclaimer

All content provided in this guide is for informational purposes only. The owner of this guide makes no representations as to the 
accuracy or completeness of any information in the document. The owner will not be liable for any errors or omissions in this 
information, nor for the availability of this information. The owner will not be liable for any losses, injuries, or damages from the 
display or use of this information.

This guide is subject to change at any time.
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DEK Part # 

Part #Info DuraGlide E-Blade OEM Blade Purchasing
Information

DEK Compatible Metal Squeegee Blades
Applicable DEK machines:
All in-line automatic models, including Infinity, Galaxy, Horizon, etc.          

E-Blade Squeegee 
Blades (US $ per pair)
Length Part # Price
150mm PS-D-150-E $215.00
170mm PS-D-170-E $215.00
200mm PS-D-200-E $215.00
250mm PS-D-250-E $215.00
300mm PS-D-300-E $215.00
350mm PS-D-350-E $215.00
400mm PS-D-400-E $215.00
440mm PS-D-440-E $220.00
483mm PS-D-483-E $220.00
510mm PS-D-510-E $225.00
535mm PS-D-535-E $225.00

OEM Squeegee Blades 
(US $ per pair)          
Length Part # Price
150mm PS-D-150-OEM $55.00
170mm PS-D-170-OEM $55.00
200mm PS-D-200-OEM $55.00
250mm PS-D-250-OEM $55.00
300mm PS-D-300-OEM $55.00
350mm PS-D-350-OEM $55.00
400mm PS-D-400-OEM $55.00
440mm PS-D-440-OEM $60.00
483mm PS-D-483-OEM $60.00
510mm PS-D-510-OEM $65.00
535mm PS-D-535-OEM $65.00

DuraGlide Squeegee 
Blades (US $ per pair)
Length Part # Price
150mm PS-D-150-DGL $215.00
170mm PS-D-170-DGL $215.00
200mm PS-D-200-DGL $215.00
250mm PS-D-250-DGL $215.00
300mm PS-D-300-DGL $215.00
350mm PS-D-350-DGL $215.00
400mm PS-D-400-DGL $215.00
440mm PS-D-440-DGL $220.00
483mm PS-D-483-DGL $220.00
510mm PS-D-510-DGL $225.00
535mm PS-D-535-DGL $225.00

http://www.photostencil.com


DEK Part # 

Information
These blades are compatible with all DEK in-line printing machines, including Infinity, Horizon, Galaxy, 265, etc.

Squeegee blades are supplied in sets of 2.
DEK blades are specified in metric units.
DEK replacement squeegee blades fit both the standard holder available from DEK and Photo Stencil’s replacement 
system. 
DEK metal squeegee holders are manufactured in 45° and 60° print angles with specific blades for each. The Photo 
Stencil replacement blades utilize standardized dimensions and are compatible with both holder types.

DEK Compatible Metal Squeegee Blades

Part #Info DuraGlide E-Blade OEM Blade Purchasing
Information

http://www.photostencil.com


DEK Part # 

DuraGlide Metal Squeegee Blades

Part #Info DuraGlide E-Blade OEM Blade

Photo Stencil’s patented DuraGlide metal squeegee blades are unique, both in their materials and 
design. They are manufactured according to a proprietary in-house process. First, a precisely engineered 
edge and surface is produced and then the entire blade is coated with titanium nitride to provide an 
extremely dense, smooth and hard surface finish. This treatment preserves the engineered edge 
feature throughout the life of the squeegee blade and yields near perfect solder brick deposits over 
tens of thousands of print cycles.

Advantages

Long Life: An independent laboratory’s accelerated wear test confirmed the positive attributes of 
the DuraGlide metal squeegee. It showed no signs of wear after performing 6000 prints at twice 
the recommended squeegee pressure. Competitive products performed poorly in comparison with 
significant wear grooves forming on the blade edge.

High-Quality Print Performance: While most printing processes are not as severe as this accelerated wear test, print performance over 
a longer period with the DuraGlide squeegee blades can be expected. A blade edge that does not wear during print operation provides 
the highest quality print performance. 

Available In A Wide Variety: Photo Stencil’s DuraGlide metal squeegee blades are manufactured in a wide variety of configurations to 
fit many of the common metal squeegee holders including; DEK, MPM, Fuji, EKRA, Panasonic & Speedprint.

Purchasing
Information
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DEK Part # 

E-Blade Electroformed Squeegee Blades

Part #Info DuraGlide E-Blade OEM Blade

Photo Stencil’s E-Blade electroformed squeegee blades are proven 
to provide improved print deposition and uniformity of print volume 
over the entire image. It offers a rigid, low-friction, nickel edge for 
cleaner prints, reduced stencil wear and less material waste.

Perfectly mates with the Photo Stencil range of 
electroformed stencils

E-Blade squeegee blade is manufactured by an electroform process. 
The squeegee blade is grown on a mandrel with a mirror finish. 
First the nickel growth area is defined by a photo-resist, then it is 
grown up to the desired thickness of 11 mils. The squeegee blades 
are then removed from the tank, the resist stripped and the blades 
removed from the temporary mandrel. This process achieves three 

very beneficial features:
1. The nickel blade is built up one molecule at a time, so the blade 

edge is very smooth and void of any irregularities.
2. Because the blade edge is formed with a photo-lithographic 

process the blade edge is extremely straight.
3. The blade edge grown at the surface of the mandrel is          

extremely sharp.

Advantages
Long Life: 100% nickel blade; no soft coating or plating to wear, 
crack, or chip.
Smooth, Sharp and True: Excellent print performance. 
Great Print Performance Means Lower Print Pressure: Lower 
print pressure means improved stencil life. 
Reduced Material Waste: Low surface energy inherent in the 
electroformed nickel blade allows print material to stay on the stencil 
not on the blade, reducing material waste.
Custom Solution Based Blades: Talk to the experts at Photo 
Stencil about how we can help.
Available In A Wide Variety: Photo Stencil’s E-Blade metal 
squeegee blades are manufactured in a wide variety of configurations 
to fit many of the common metal squeegee holders including

DEK, MPM, Fuji, EKRA, Panasonic & Speedprint.

Purchasing
Information
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DEK Part # 

OEM Squeegee Blades

Part #Info DuraGlide E-Blade OEM Blade

Photo Stencil’s range of OEM  replacement squeegee blades are designed and manufactured as a superior and affordable replacement 
for the original squeegee blades that are available from stencil  printer manufacturers. The specially designed blade edge provides print 
performance and life exceeding that of a standard squeegee blade as provided with the original stencil printing equipment.

Advantages
Quality Print Performance: High performance metal squeegee blades at economical pricing

Custom Based Blades: Regardless of your manufacturing problem, talk to the experts at Photo Stencil about how we can help. From 
special notched and slit blades to matched stencil and squeegee pairs for maximum life and process flexibility.

Fast Delivery: Quick turn-around on special, custom designed OEM Blades.
Available In A Wide Variety: Photo Stencils OEM metal squeegee blades are manufactured in a wide variety of configurations to fit 

many of the common metal squeegee holders including

DEK, MPM, Fuji, EKRA, Panasonic & Speedprint

Purchasing
Information
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DEK Part # 

Purchasing Information

Part #Info DuraGlide E-Blade OEM Blade

Unless otherwise stated all Photo Stencil squeegee blades are supplied from stock and can 
be supplied with the fastest delivery time.

Contact your local sales engineer or talk to Photo Stencil today at;

Phone : +1 (719) 599-4305
Fax: +1 (719) 535-8434
Email: sales@photostencil.com

More information can always be found at www.photostencil.com

Purchasing
Information
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EKRA Part # 

Part #Info DuraGlide E-Blade OEM Blade Purchasing
Information

EKRA Compatible Metal Squeegee Blades

Applicable EKRA machines:
E4, E5, E6, X-Series

E-Blade Squeegee 
Blades  (US $ per pair)
Length Part # Price

200mm PS-EKRA-200-E $215.00
250mm PS-EKRA-250-E $215.00
300mm PS-EKRA-300-E $215.00
350mm PS-EKRA-350-E $215.00
400mm PS-EKRA-400-E $215.00
450mm PS-EKRA-450-E $215.00
500mm PS-EKRA-500-E $225.00
550mm PS-EKRA-550-E $225.00

OEM Squeegee Blades    
(US $ per pair)                       
Length Part # Price

200mm PS-EKRA-200-OEM $55.00
250mm PS-EKRA-250-OEM $55.00
300mm PS-EKRA-300-OEM $55.00
350mm PS-EKRA-350-OEM $55.00
400mm PS-EKRA-400-OEM $55.00
450mm PS-EKRA-450-OEM $55.00
500mm PS-EKRA-500-OEM $65.00
550mm PS-EKRA-550-OEM $65.00

DuraGlide Squeegee 
Blades (US $ per pair)
Length Part # Price

200mm PS-EKRA-200-DGL $215.00
250mm PS-EKRA-250-DGL $215.00
300mm PS-EKRA-300-DGL $215.00
350mm PS-EKRA-350-DGL $215.00
400mm PS-EKRA-400-DGL $215.00
450mm PS-EKRA-450-DGL $215.00
500mm PS-EKRA-500-DGL $225.00
550mm PS-EKRA-550-DGL $225.00

http://www.photostencil.com


EKRA Part #

Part #Info DuraGlide E-Blade OEM Blade Purchasing
Information

Information
Screw mounted Ekra squeegee blades are compatible with regular pitch screw mounted Ekra squeegee holders.

Compatible machine types;
E4, E5, E6, X-Series

EKRA Compatible Metal Squeegee Blades

http://www.photostencil.com


EKRA Part #

DuraGlide Metal Squeegee Blades

Part #Info DuraGlide E-Blade OEM Blade

Photo Stencil’s patented DuraGlide metal squeegee blades are unique, both in their materials and 
design. They are manufactured according to a proprietary in-house process. First, a precisely engineered 
edge and surface is produced and then the entire blade is coated with titanium nitride to provide an 
extremely dense, smooth and hard surface finish. This treatment preserves the engineered edge 
feature throughout the life of the squeegee blade and yields near perfect solder brick deposits over 
tens of thousands of print cycles.

Advantages

Long Life: An independent laboratory’s accelerated wear test confirmed the positive attributes of 
the DuraGlide metal squeegee. It showed no signs of wear after performing 6000 prints at twice 
the recommended squeegee pressure. Competitive products performed poorly in comparison with 
significant wear grooves forming on the blade edge.

High-Quality Print Performance: While most printing processes are not as severe as this accelerated wear test, print performance over 
a longer period with the DuraGlide squeegee blades can be expected. A blade edge that does not wear during print operation provides 
the highest quality print performance. 

Available In A Wide Variety: Photo Stencil’s DuraGlide metal squeegee blades are manufactured in a wide variety of configurations to 
fit many of the common metal squeegee holders including; DEK, MPM, Fuji, EKRA, Panasonic & Speedprint.

Purchasing
Information
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EKRA Part # 

E-Blade Electroformed Squeegee Blades

Part #Info DuraGlide E-Blade OEM Blade

Photo Stencil’s E-Blade electroformed squeegee blades are proven 
to provide improved print deposition and uniformity of print volume 
over the entire image. It offers a rigid, low-friction, nickel edge for 
cleaner prints, reduced stencil wear and less material waste.

Perfectly mates with the Photo Stencil range of 
electroformed stencils

E-Blade squeegee blade is manufactured by an electroform process. 
The squeegee blade is grown on a mandrel with a mirror finish. 
First the nickel growth area is defined by a photo-resist, then it is 
grown up to the desired thickness of 11 mils. The squeegee blades 
are then removed from the tank, the resist stripped and the blades 
removed from the temporary mandrel. This process achieves three 

very beneficial features:
1. The nickel blade is built up one molecule at a time, so the blade 

edge is very smooth and void of any irregularities.
2. Because the blade edge is formed with a photo-lithographic 

process the blade edge is extremely straight.
3. The blade edge grown at the surface of the mandrel is          

extremely sharp.

Advantages
Long Life: 100% nickel blade; no soft coating or plating to wear, 
crack, or chip.
Smooth, Sharp and True: Excellent print performance. 
Great Print Performance Means Lower Print Pressure: Lower 
print pressure means improved stencil life. 
Reduced Material Waste: Low surface energy inherent in the 
electroformed nickel blade allows print material to stay on the stencil 
not on the blade, reducing material waste.
Custom Solution Based Blades: Talk to the experts at Photo 
Stencil about how we can help.
Available In A Wide Variety: Photo Stencil’s E-Blade metal 
squeegee blades are manufactured in a wide variety of configurations 
to fit many of the common metal squeegee holders including

DEK, MPM, Fuji, EKRA, Panasonic & Speedprint.

Purchasing
Information
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EKRA Part # 

OEM Squeegee Blades

Part #Info DuraGlide E-Blade OEM Blade

Photo Stencil’s range of OEM  replacement squeegee blades are designed and manufactured as a superior and affordable replacement 
for the original squeegee blades that are available from stencil  printer manufacturers. The specially designed blade edge provides print 
performance and life exceeding that of a standard squeegee blade as provided with the original stencil printing equipment.

Advantages
Quality Print Performance: High performance metal squeegee blades at economical pricing

Custom Based Blades: Regardless of your manufacturing problem, talk to the experts at Photo Stencil about how we can help. From 
special notched and slit blades to matched stencil and squeegee pairs for maximum life and process flexibility.

Fast Delivery: Quick turn-around on special, custom designed OEM Blades.
Available In A Wide Variety: Photo Stencils OEM metal squeegee blades are manufactured in a wide variety of configurations to fit 

many of the common metal squeegee holders including

DEK, MPM, Fuji, EKRA, Panasonic & Speedprint

Purchasing
Information
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EKRA Part # 

Purchasing Information

Part #Info DuraGlide E-Blade OEM Blade

Unless otherwise stated all Photo Stencil squeegee blades are supplied from stock and can 
be supplied with the fastest delivery time.

Contact your local sales engineer or talk to Photo Stencil today at;

Phone : +1 (719) 599-4305
Fax: +1 (719) 535-8434
Email: sales@photostencil.com

More information can always be found at www.photostencil.com

Purchasing
Information

mailto:sales%40photostencil.com?subject=Squeegee%20Sales%20Inquiry
http://www.photostencil.com


MPM Part #

AP Part #Info DuraGlide E-Blade OEM Blade Purchasing
Information

MPM ‘UP’ Compatible Metal Squeegee Blades

Applicable MPM machines: 
UP2000, UP2500, UP3000, Accela, AP series (APHiE).

E-Blade Squeegee 
Blades  (US $ per pair)
Length Part # Price

6” PS-MUP-6-E $215.00
8” PS-MUP-8-E $215.00
10” PS-MUP-10-E $215.00
12” PS-MUP-12-E $215.00
14” PS-MUP-14-E $215.00
16” PS-MUP-16-E $215.00
18” PS-MUP-18-E $220.00
20” PS-MUP-20-E $220.00
22” PS-MUP-22-E $225.00
24” PS-MUP-24-E $225.00

OEM Squeegee Blades        
(US $ per pair)                                
Length Part # Price

6” PS-MUP-6-OEM $55.00
8” PS-MUP-8-OEM $55.00
10” PS-MUP-10-OEM $55.00
12” PS-MUP-12-OEM $55.00
14” PS-MUP-14-OEM $55.00
16” PS-MUP-16-OEM $55.00
18” PS-MUP-18-OEM $60.00
20” PS-MUP-20-OEM $60.00
22” PS-MUP-22-OEM $65.00
24” PS-MUP-24-OEM $65.00

DuraGlide Squeegee 
Blades (US $ per pair)                               
Length Part # Price

6” PS-MUP-6-DGL $215.00
8” PS-MUP-8-DGL $215.00
10” PS-MUP-10-DGL $215.00
12” PS-MUP-12-DGL $215.00
14” PS-MUP-14-DGL $215.00
16” PS-MUP-16-DGL $215.00
18” PS-MUP-18-DGL $220.00
20” PS-MUP-20-DGL $220.00

UP Part # MXM Part #

http://www.photostencil.com


MPM Part #

AP Part #Info DuraGlide E-Blade OEM Blade Purchasing
InformationUP Part # MXM Part #

MPM ‘AP’ Compatible Metal Squeegee Blades
Applicable MPM machines:
AP20, AP25, AP27 Momentum, Accuflex, UP1500, UP500.
Also compatible with Excel, SMTECH, Sigmaprint, Microflex, Reprint, SMP2000.

E-Blade Squeegee Blades 
(US $ per pair)
Length Part # Price

150mm PS-MAP-6-E $215.00
170mm PS-MAP-8-E $215.00
200mm PS-MAP-10-E $215.00
250mm PS-MAP-12-E $215.00
300mm PS-MAP-14-E $215.00
350mm PS-MAP-16-E $215.00
400mm PS-MAP-18-E $220.00
440mm PS-MAP-20-E $220.00
483mm PS-MAP-22-E $225.00
510mm PS-MAP-24-E $225.00

OEM Squeegee Blades                  
(US $ per pair)            
Length Part # Price

6” PS-MAP-6-OEM $55.00
8” PS-MAP-8-OEM $55.00
10” PS-MAP-10-OEM $55.00
12” PS-MAP-12-OEM $55.00
14” PS-MAP-14-OEM $55.00
16” PS-MAP-16-OEM $55.00
18” PS-MAP-18-OEM $60.00
20” PS-MAP-20-OEM $60.00
22” PS-MAP-22-OEM $65.00
24” PS-MAP-24-OEM $65.00

DuraGlide Squeegee 
Blades (US $ per pair)
Length Part # Price

6” PS-MAP-6-DGL $215.00
8” PS-MAP-8-DGL $215.00
10” PS-MAP-10-DGL $215.00
12” PS-MAP-12-DGL $215.00
14” PS-MAP-14-DGL $215.00
16” PS-MAP-16-DGL $215.00
18” PS-MAP-18-DGL $220.00
20” PS-MAP-20-DGL $220.00

http://www.photostencil.com


MPM Part #

AP Part #Info DuraGlide E-Blade OEM Blade Purchasing
InformationUP Part # MXM Part #

MPM ‘MXM’ Compatible Metal Squeegee Blades

Applicable MPM machines:
Momentum

E-Blade Squeegee 
Blades    (US $ per pair)
Length Part # Price

150mm PS-MXM-150-E* $215.00
220mm PS-MXM-220-E $215.00
300mm PS-MXM-300-E* $215.00
360mm PS-MXM-360-E* $215.00
420mm PS-MXM-420-E $215.00
430mm PS-MXM-430-E* $215.00
450mm PS-MXM-450-E* $220.00
460mm PS-MXM-460-E $220.00
520mm PS-MXM-520-E* $220.00
608mm PS-MXM-608-E* $220.00

OEM Squeegee Blades        
(US $ per pair)                                
Length Part # Price

150mm PS-MXM-150-OEM* $55.00
220mm PS-MXM-220-OEM* $55.00
300mm PS-MXM-300-OEM* $55.00
360mm PS-MXM-360-OEM* $55.00
420mm PS-MXM-420-OEM* $55.00
430mm PS-MXM-430-OEM* $55.00
450mm PS-MXM-450-OEM* $60.00
460mm PS-MXM-460-OEM* $60.00
520mm PS-MXM-520-OEM* $65.00
608mm PS-MXM-608-OEM* $65.00

DuraGlideSqueegee 
Blades (US $ per pair)                               
Length Part # Price

150mm PS-MXM-150-DGL* $215.00
220mm PS-MXM-220-DGL* $215.00
300mm PS-MXM-300-DGL* $215.00
360mm PS-MXM-360-DGL* $215.00
420mm PS-MXM-420-DGL* $215.00
430mm PS-MXM-430-DGL* $215.00
450mm PS-MXM-450-DGL* $220.00
460mm PS-MXM-460-DGL* $220.00
520mm PS-MXM-520-DGL* $220.00

Note:
A part number followed by an * indicates these parts are made to order and are not available from stock. E.g. SP-MXM-150-DGL*

http://www.photostencil.com


MPM Part #

AP Part #Info DuraGlide E-Blade OEM Blade Purchasing
InformationUP Part # MXM Part #

Information

Photo Stencil’s MPM ‘MUP’ range of metal squeegee blades do not contain any tooling 
holes, are specified in imperial dimensions and are compatible with the following machine 
types;  
UP2000, UP2500, UP3000, Accela, AP series (AP, APHiE).

Photo Stencil’s MPM ‘MAP’ range of metal squeegee blades have tooling holes on an 
irregular pitch, are specified in imperial dimensions and are compatible with the following 
machine types;

AP20, AP25, AP27 Momentum, Accuflex, UP1500, UP500.
Also compatible with Excel, SMTECH, Sigmaprint, Microflex, Reprint, SMP2000.

Photo Stencil’s MPM ‘MXM’ range of metal squeegee blades have tooling holes on a regular 
pitch, are specified in metric dimensions and are compatible with the following machine 
types;

Momentum

MPM/Speedline Compatible Metal Squeegee Blades

MXM AP UP

http://www.photostencil.com


MPM Part #

AP Part #Info DuraGlide E-Blade OEM Blade Purchasing
InformationUP Part # MXM Part #

DuraGlide Metal Squeegee Blades
Photo Stencil’s patented DuraGlide metal squeegee blades are unique, both in their materials and 
design. They are manufactured according to a proprietary in-house process. First, a precisely engineered 
edge and surface is produced and then the entire blade is coated with titanium nitride to provide an 
extremely dense, smooth and hard surface finish. This treatment preserves the engineered edge 
feature throughout the life of the squeegee blade and yields near perfect solder brick deposits over 
tens of thousands of print cycles.

Advantages

Long Life: An independent laboratory’s accelerated wear test confirmed the positive attributes of 
the DuraGlide metal squeegee. It showed no signs of wear after performing 6000 prints at twice 
the recommended squeegee pressure. Competitive products performed poorly in comparison with 
significant wear grooves forming on the blade edge.

High-Quality Print Performance: While most printing processes are not as severe as this accelerated wear test, print performance over 
a longer period with the DuraGlide squeegee blades can be expected. A blade edge that does not wear during print operation provides 
the highest quality print performance. 

Available In A Wide Variety: Photo Stencil’s DuraGlide metal squeegee blades are manufactured in a wide variety of configurations to 
fit many of the common metal squeegee holders including; DEK, MPM, Fuji, EKRA, Panasonic & Speedprint.

http://www.photostencil.com


MPM Part # 

AP Part #Info DuraGlide E-Blade OEM Blade Purchasing
InformationUP Part # MXM Part #

E-Blade Electroformed Squeegee Blades
Photo Stencil’s E-Blade electroformed squeegee blades are proven 
to provide improved print deposition and uniformity of print volume 
over the entire image. It offers a rigid, low-friction, nickel edge for 
cleaner prints, reduced stencil wear and less material waste.

Perfectly mates with the Photo Stencil range of 
electroformed stencils

E-Blade squeegee blade is manufactured by an electroform process. 
The squeegee blade is grown on a mandrel with a mirror finish. 
First the nickel growth area is defined by a photo-resist, then it is 
grown up to the desired thickness of 11 mils. The squeegee blades 
are then removed from the tank, the resist stripped and the blades 
removed from the temporary mandrel. This process achieves three 

very beneficial features:
1. The nickel blade is built up one molecule at a time, so the blade 

edge is very smooth and void of any irregularities.
2. Because the blade edge is formed with a photo-lithographic 

process the blade edge is extremely straight.
3. The blade edge grown at the surface of the mandrel is          

extremely sharp.

Advantages
Long Life: 100% nickel blade; no soft coating or plating to wear, 
crack, or chip.
Smooth, Sharp and True: Excellent print performance. 
Great Print Performance Means Lower Print Pressure: Lower 
print pressure means improved stencil life. 
Reduced Material Waste: Low surface energy inherent in the 
electroformed nickel blade allows print material to stay on the stencil 
not on the blade, reducing material waste.
Custom Solution Based Blades: Talk to the experts at Photo 
Stencil about how we can help.
Available In A Wide Variety: Photo Stencil’s E-Blade metal 
squeegee blades are manufactured in a wide variety of configurations 
to fit many of the common metal squeegee holders including

DEK, MPM, Fuji, EKRA, Panasonic & Speedprint.

http://www.photostencil.com


MPM Part # 

AP Part #Info DuraGlide E-Blade OEM Blade Purchasing
InformationUP Part # MXM Part #

OEM Squeegee Blades
Photo Stencil’s range of OEM  replacement squeegee blades are designed and manufactured as a superior and affordable replacement 
for the original squeegee blades that are available from stencil  printer manufacturers. The specially designed blade edge provides print 
performance and life exceeding that of a standard squeegee blade as provided with the original stencil printing equipment.

Advantages
Quality Print Performance: High performance metal squeegee blades at economical pricing

Custom Based Blades: Regardless of your manufacturing problem, talk to the experts at Photo Stencil about how we can help. From 
special notched and slit blades to matched stencil and squeegee pairs for maximum life and process flexibility.

Fast Delivery: Quick turn-around on special, custom designed OEM Blades.
Available In A Wide Variety: Photo Stencils OEM metal squeegee blades are manufactured in a wide variety of configurations to fit 

many of the common metal squeegee holders including

DEK, MPM, Fuji, EKRA, Panasonic & Speedprint

http://www.photostencil.com


MPM Part # 

AP Part #Info DuraGlide E-Blade OEM Blade Purchasing
InformationUP Part # MXM Part #

Purchasing Information

Unless otherwise stated all Photo Stencil squeegee blades are supplied from stock and can 
be supplied with the fastest delivery time.

Contact your local sales engineer or talk to Photo Stencil today at;

Phone : +1 (719) 599-4305
Fax: +1 (719) 535-8434
Email: sales@photostencil.com

More information can always be found at www.photostencil.com

mailto:sales%40photostencil.com?subject=Squeegee%20Sales%20Inquiry
http://www.photostencil.com


Panasonic Part #

Part #Info DuraGlide E-Blade OEM Blade Purchasing
Information

Panasonic Compatible Metal Squeegee Blades
Applicable Panasonic machines:
SPP, SPPA, SPPD, SPPG1 and SPPV with rectangle polyurethane blade holders.

E-Blade Squeegee 
Blades  (US $ per pair)                                     
Length Part # Price

6” PS-PAN-6-E $215.00
8” PS-PAN-8-E $215.00
10” PS-PAN-10-E $215.00
12” PS-PAN-12-E $215.00
14” PS-PAN-14-E $215.00
16” PS-PAN-16-E $215.00
18” PS-PAN-18-E $215.00

OEM Squeegee Blades    
(US $ per pair)                                             
Length Part # Price

6” PS-PAN-6-OEM $55.00
8” PS-PAN-8-OEM $55.00
10” PS-PAN-10-OEM $55.00
12” PS-PAN-12-OEM $55.00
14” PS-PAN-14-OEM $55.00
16” PS-PAN-16-OEM $55.00
18” PS-PAN-18-OEM $55.00

DuraGlide Squeegee 
Blades (US $ per pair)                              
Length Part # Price

6” PS-PAN-6-DGL $215.00
8” PS-PAN-8-DGL $215.00
10” PS-PAN-10-DGL $215.00
12” PS-PAN-12-DGL $215.00
14” PS-PAN-14-DGL $215.00
16” PS-PAN-16-DGL $215.00
18” PS-PAN-18-DGL $215.00

http://www.photostencil.com


Panasonic Part #

Part #Info DuraGlide E-Blade OEM Blade Purchasing
Information

Information
Applicable Panasonic machines: SPP, SPPA, SPPD, SPPG1 and SPPV with rectangle polyurethane blade holders.

Panasonic printers are originally configured for polyurethane squeegee blades. A metal squeegee blade can be used in the original 
holder, but it must match the thickness of the poly blade in order to clamp correctly. To achieve this, metal blade retrofits from Photo 
Stencil are supplied as an assembly to include the blades and a set of aluminum shims. There is no requirement to order blades and 
shims separately.

Paste Retainers: Fuji metal blade retrofits may use Paste Retainers. These are simple metal or plastic pieces that attach to the 
blade itself and act as wings to keep solder paste in front of the blade. Typically considered essential in high volume manufacturing. It is 
important to specify if Paste Retainers are required as they need to be ordered separately. 

Panasonic Compatible Metal Squeegee Blades

http://www.photostencil.com


Panasonic Part #

DuraGlide Metal Squeegee Blades

Part #Info DuraGlide E-Blade OEM Blade

Photo Stencil’s patented DuraGlide metal squeegee blades are unique, both in their materials and 
design. They are manufactured according to a proprietary in-house process. First, a precisely engineered 
edge and surface is produced and then the entire blade is coated with titanium nitride to provide an 
extremely dense, smooth and hard surface finish. This treatment preserves the engineered edge 
feature throughout the life of the squeegee blade and yields near perfect solder brick deposits over 
tens of thousands of print cycles.

Advantages

Long Life: An independent laboratory’s accelerated wear test confirmed the positive attributes of 
the DuraGlide metal squeegee. It showed no signs of wear after performing 6000 prints at twice 
the recommended squeegee pressure. Competitive products performed poorly in comparison with 
significant wear grooves forming on the blade edge.

High-Quality Print Performance: While most printing processes are not as severe as this accelerated wear test, print performance over 
a longer period with the DuraGlide squeegee blades can be expected. A blade edge that does not wear during print operation provides 
the highest quality print performance. 

Available In A Wide Variety: Photo Stencil’s DuraGlide metal squeegee blades are manufactured in a wide variety of configurations to 
fit many of the common metal squeegee holders including; DEK, MPM, Fuji, EKRA, Panasonic & Speedprint.

Purchasing
Information
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E-Blade Electroformed Squeegee Blades

Part #Info DuraGlide E-Blade OEM Blade

Photo Stencil’s E-Blade electroformed squeegee blades are proven 
to provide improved print deposition and uniformity of print volume 
over the entire image. It offers a rigid, low-friction, nickel edge for 
cleaner prints, reduced stencil wear and less material waste.

Perfectly mates with the Photo Stencil range of 
electroformed stencils

E-Blade squeegee blade is manufactured by an electroform process. 
The squeegee blade is grown on a mandrel with a mirror finish. 
First the nickel growth area is defined by a photo-resist, then it is 
grown up to the desired thickness of 11 mils. The squeegee blades 
are then removed from the tank, the resist stripped and the blades 
removed from the temporary mandrel. This process achieves three 

very beneficial features:
1. The nickel blade is built up one molecule at a time, so the blade 

edge is very smooth and void of any irregularities.
2. Because the blade edge is formed with a photo-lithographic 

process the blade edge is extremely straight.
3. The blade edge grown at the surface of the mandrel is          

extremely sharp.

Advantages
Long Life: 100% nickel blade; no soft coating or plating to wear, 
crack, or chip.
Smooth, Sharp and True: Excellent print performance. 
Great Print Performance Means Lower Print Pressure: Lower 
print pressure means improved stencil life. 
Reduced Material Waste: Low surface energy inherent in the 
electroformed nickel blade allows print material to stay on the stencil 
not on the blade, reducing material waste.
Custom Solution Based Blades: Talk to the experts at Photo 
Stencil about how we can help.
Available In A Wide Variety: Photo Stencil’s E-Blade metal 
squeegee blades are manufactured in a wide variety of configurations 
to fit many of the common metal squeegee holders including

DEK, MPM, Fuji, EKRA, Panasonic & Speedprint.

Purchasing
Information
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OEM Squeegee Blades

Part #Info DuraGlide E-Blade OEM Blade

Photo Stencil’s range of OEM  replacement squeegee blades are designed and manufactured as a superior and affordable replacement 
for the original squeegee blades that are available from stencil  printer manufacturers. The specially designed blade edge provides print 
performance and life exceeding that of a standard squeegee blade as provided with the original stencil printing equipment.

Advantages
Quality Print Performance: High performance metal squeegee blades at economical pricing

Custom Based Blades: Regardless of your manufacturing problem, talk to the experts at Photo Stencil about how we can help. From 
special notched and slit blades to matched stencil and squeegee pairs for maximum life and process flexibility.

Fast Delivery: Quick turn-around on special, custom designed OEM Blades.
Available In A Wide Variety: Photo Stencils OEM metal squeegee blades are manufactured in a wide variety of configurations to fit 

many of the common metal squeegee holders including

DEK, MPM, Fuji, EKRA, Panasonic & Speedprint

Purchasing
Information

http://www.photostencil.com


Panasonic Part #

Purchasing Information

Part #Info DuraGlide E-Blade OEM Blade

Unless otherwise stated all Photo Stencil squeegee blades are supplied from stock and 
can be supplied with the fastest delivery time.

Contact your local sales engineer or talk to Photo Stencil today at;

Phone : +1 (719) 599-4305
Fax: +1 (719) 535-8434
Email: sales@photostencil.com

More information can always be found at www.photostencil.com

Purchasing
Information

mailto:sales%40photostencil.com?subject=Squeegee%20Sales%20Inquiry
http://www.photostencil.com


FUJI Part #

Part #Info DuraGlide E-Blade OEM Blade Purchasing
Information
Purchasing
Information

FUJI Compatible Metal Squeegee Blades

Applicable FUJI machines:
GSP-I,II,III,IV GP-341,551,641 etc with rubber squeegee holders.

E-Blade Squeegee 
Blades (US $ per pair)        
Length Part # Price

8” PS-FUJI-8-E $215.00
10” PS-FUJI-10-E $215.00
12” PS-FUJI-12-E $215.00
14” PS-FUJI-14-E $215.00
16” PS-FUJI-16-E $215.00
18” PS-FUJI-18-E $220.00

OEM Squeegee Blades    
(US $ per pair)                                                          
Length Part # Price

8” PS-FUJI-8-OEM $55.00
10” PS-FUJI-10-OEM $55.00
12” PS-FUJI-12-OEM $55.00
14” PS-FUJI-14-OEM $55.00
16” PS-FUJI-16-OEM $55.00
18” PS-FUJI-18-OEM $60.00

DuraGlide Squeegee 
Blades (US $ per pair)     
Length Part # Price

8” PS-FUJI-8-DGL $215.00
10” PS-FUJI-10-DGL $215.00
12” PS-FUJI-12-DGL $215.00
14” PS-FUJI-14-DGL $215.00
16” PS-FUJI-16-DGL $215.00
18” PS-FUJI-18-DGL $220.00

http://www.photostencil.com


FUJI Part #

Part #Info DuraGlide E-Blade OEM Blade Purchasing
Information

Information
Fuji GSP Series printers are originally configured for polyurethane squeegee blades. A metal squeegee blade can be 
used in the original holder, but it must match the thickness of the polyurethane blade in order to clamp correctly. To 
achieve this, metal blade retrofits from Photo Stencil are supplied as an assembly to include the blades and a set of 
aluminum shims. There is no requirement to order blades and shims separately.

Paste Retainers: Fuji metal blade retrofits may use Paste Retainers. These are simple metal or plastic pieces that 
attach to the blade itself and act as wings to keep solder paste in front of the blade. Typically considered essential in 
high volume manufacturing.

It is important to specify if Paste retainers are required as they need to be ordered separately. 

Size Information: Fuji blades are typically specified in empirical units (inches). They are designed in two inch increments, 
8”, 10”, 12”, etc.

FUJI Compatible Metal Squeegee Blades

http://www.photostencil.com
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DuraGlide Metal Squeegee Blades

Part #Info DuraGlide E-Blade OEM Blade

Photo Stencil’s patented DuraGlide metal squeegee blades are unique, both in their materials and 
design. They are manufactured according to a proprietary in-house process. First, a precisely engineered 
edge and surface is produced and then the entire blade is coated with titanium nitride to provide an 
extremely dense, smooth and hard surface finish. This treatment preserves the engineered edge 
feature throughout the life of the squeegee blade and yields near perfect solder brick deposits over 
tens of thousands of print cycles.

Advantages

Long Life: An independent laboratory’s accelerated wear test confirmed the positive attributes of 
the DuraGlide metal squeegee. It showed no signs of wear after performing 6000 prints at twice 
the recommended squeegee pressure. Competitive products performed poorly in comparison with 
significant wear grooves forming on the blade edge.

High-Quality Print Performance: While most printing processes are not as severe as this accelerated wear test, print performance over 
a longer period with the DuraGlide squeegee blades can be expected. A blade edge that does not wear during print operation provides 
the highest quality print performance. 

Available In A Wide Variety: Photo Stencil’s DuraGlide metal squeegee blades are manufactured in a wide variety of configurations to 
fit many of the common metal squeegee holders including; DEK, MPM, Fuji, EKRA, Panasonic & Speedprint.

Purchasing
Information
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E-Blade Electroformed Squeegee Blades

Part #Info DuraGlide E-Blade OEM Blade

Photo Stencil’s E-Blade electroformed squeegee blades are proven 
to provide improved print deposition and uniformity of print volume 
over the entire image. It offers a rigid, low-friction, nickel edge for 
cleaner prints, reduced stencil wear and less material waste.

Perfectly mates with the Photo Stencil range of 
electroformed stencils

E-Blade squeegee blade is manufactured by an electroform process. 
The squeegee blade is grown on a mandrel with a mirror finish. 
First the nickel growth area is defined by a photo-resist, then it is 
grown up to the desired thickness of 11 mils. The squeegee blades 
are then removed from the tank, the resist stripped and the blades 
removed from the temporary mandrel. This process achieves three 

very beneficial features:
1. The nickel blade is built up one molecule at a time, so the blade 

edge is very smooth and void of any irregularities.
2. Because the blade edge is formed with a photo-lithographic 

process the blade edge is extremely straight.
3. The blade edge grown at the surface of the mandrel is          

extremely sharp.

Advantages
Long Life: 100% nickel blade; no soft coating or plating to wear, 
crack, or chip.
Smooth, Sharp and True: Excellent print performance. 
Great Print Performance Means Lower Print Pressure: Lower 
print pressure means improved stencil life. 
Reduced Material Waste: Low surface energy inherent in the 
electroformed nickel blade allows print material to stay on the stencil 
not on the blade, reducing material waste.
Custom Solution Based Blades: Talk to the experts at Photo 
Stencil about how we can help.
Available In A Wide Variety: Photo Stencil’s E-Blade metal 
squeegee blades are manufactured in a wide variety of configurations 
to fit many of the common metal squeegee holders including

DEK, MPM, Fuji, EKRA, Panasonic & Speedprint.

Purchasing
Information
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OEM Squeegee Blades

Part #Info DuraGlide E-Blade OEM Blade

Photo Stencil’s range of OEM  replacement squeegee blades are designed and manufactured as a superior and affordable replacement 
for the original squeegee blades that are available from stencil  printer manufacturers. The specially designed blade edge provides print 
performance and life exceeding that of a standard squeegee blade as provided with the original stencil printing equipment.

Advantages
Quality Print Performance: High performance metal squeegee blades at economical pricing

Custom Based Blades: Regardless of your manufacturing problem, talk to the experts at Photo Stencil about how we can help. From 
special notched and slit blades to matched stencil and squeegee pairs for maximum life and process flexibility.

Fast Delivery: Quick turn-around on special, custom designed OEM Blades.
Available In A Wide Variety: Photo Stencils OEM metal squeegee blades are manufactured in a wide variety of configurations to fit 

many of the common metal squeegee holders including

DEK, MPM, Fuji, EKRA, Panasonic & Speedprint

Purchasing
Information
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FUJI Part #

Purchasing Information

Part #Info DuraGlide E-Blade OEM Blade

Unless otherwise stated all Photo Stencil squeegee blades are supplied from stock and can 
be supplied with the fastest delivery time.

Contact your local sales engineer or talk to Photo Stencil today at;

Phone : +1 (719) 599-4305
Fax: +1 (719) 535-8434
Email: sales@photostencil.com

More information can always be found at www.photostencil.com

Purchasing
Information

mailto:sales%40photostencil.com?subject=Squeegee%20Sales%20Inquiry
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Wiper Blades

Part #

DEK ProFlow and MPM Rheometric pump compatible wiper blades

DEK ProFlow Blades      
(US $ per pair)                     
Length Part # Price

350mm 137964 $215.00
400mm 137965 $215.00
450mm 137966 $215.00
500mm 137967 $215.00

MPM Rheometric Blades 
(US $ per pair)        
Length Part # Price

9” PS-RHEO-9-E $215.00
11” PS-RHEO-11-E $215.00
13” PS-RHEO-13-E $215.00
17” PS-RHEO-17-E $215.00

Info Purchasing
Information
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Wiper Blades

Premium wiper blades for DEK and MPM enclosed print head systems
Photo Stencil provides premium wiper blades for both DEK and MPM stencil printers. These wiper blades are custom designed and           
engineered by Photo Stencil. 
Photo Stencil wiper blades provide the proper balance between flexibility and rigidity, thus allowing the wipers to conform to variations in 
all stencil print board designs. 

Applications
 Recommended for use with MPM Rheometric Pump and DEK Proflow Heads
 Well-suited for printing fine pitch devices and for apertures as large as 6000 microns
 Ideal for printing Intrusive Reflow Through-Hole apertures

Advantages
These premium wiper blades have an increased lifespan and lower wear characteristics, when compared to printing with conventional 
blades. The most visible advantage that can be seen during the stencil printing process is the lack of paste trailing on the topside of 
the stencil. This greatly increases repeatability in the number of “clean” solder bricks and leads to consistent “shearing” of paste across 
the surface of the stencil.

Information
MPM Rheometric pump blades are sold 1” longer than the actual head, i.e. A 10” pump uses 11” blades.

Purchasing
InformationPart #Info
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Wiper Blades

Part #Info

Purchasing Information

Unless otherwise stated all Photo Stencil squeegee blades are supplied from stock and can 
be supplied with the fastest delivery time.

Contact your local sales engineer or talk to Photo Stencil today at;

Phone : +1 (719) 599-4305
Fax: +1 (719) 535-8434
Email: sales@photostencil.com

More information can always be found at www.photostencil.com

Purchasing
Information
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can be supplied with the fastest delivery time.

Contact your local sales engineer or talk to Photo Stencil today at;

Phone : +1 (719) 599-4305
Fax: +1 (719) 535-8434
Email: sales@photostencil.com
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